
291 - Your Path to an Easier December

Hi there! You’re listening to The Lazy Genius Podcast. I’m Kendra Adachi, and I’m here to help
you be a genius about the things that matter and lazy about the things that don’t. Today is
episode 291 - Your Path to an Easier December. Today is December 5th, and for many of you
listening, there are many things in front of you. Now, if you don’t celebrate Christmas, if you live
in the southern hemisphere where it’s not winter right now, or any number of other differences,
the hubbub of this month might not be quite the same. But percentage-wise, a lot of you are
definitely feeling the anticipatory energy of the next few weeks. So today, I want us to walk
through the month of December and the potential challenges you’ll run into and give you some
resources for those things. I’m almost envisioning a Candyland board. You’re on this winding
path to that big red guy at the end who looks like Santa, and you have lots of fun things along
the way. But sometimes there’s a weird slide that makes you skip some stuff, and maybe
something happens in your life that makes you go all the way back because you forgot to get
gifts in time and all the things. So in the spirit of Candyland, we’re going to sort of go in
chronological order and talk about the challenges you’re facing in a relatively predictable order.

Another benefit to this exercise and visual exercise of a gameboard is helping you think through
your challenges in the right order. Now, the order I present might not be the order you personally
have, and that’s fine. But the point here is that you don’t try and solve all your problems all at
once. You can go in order. Not everything has to be tended to today, so this chronology will
hopefully also give you permission to embrace that chronology and tend to whatever needs
tending to now… now. It’s kind of holiday version of our to-do list categorization: now, soon,
later, and never mind. When things are undone and not categorized or scheduled or planned out
in some way, everything feels urgent. Everything feels like it needs to be done now. And then we
kind of give up and just get gift cards for everybody even though we really like giving personal
gifts and we don’t do the cookie baking we planned to and we skip the party and just get lazy
but by default, not by intention. Laziness is fabulous when you do it on purpose. If you do it
because you saw everything with the same urgency and just give up, you’ll be bummed. I don’t
want you to be bummed! I want you to have fun this Christmas, so let’s walk our Candyland
board and see what sticks for each of you. Cool? Let’s do it.

First up, early on December, you’re probably decorating your house. Maybe you’ve already
done it. In my house, we put up our tree just two days ago because my middle kid has a
November 30th birthday and doesn’t enjoy Christmas stuff up during his birthday because he
feels overshadowed. Bless. So if you too are just now getting on the holiday decoration train,
there are a couple of episodes you might want to listen to now.

If you’re wondering how to decorate without it feeling like a Hobby Lobby aisle (nothing wrong
with a Hobby Lobby aisle or Hobby Lobby aisle house by the way), listen to a bonus episode
from just a couple of weeks ago called How to Decorate for the Holidays with The Nester. I had
a great, fairly short conversation with Myquillyn Smith, also known as The Nester, about how to
decorate for the season, not just the holiday.



Also just last week was an episode on Managing Your Holiday Home. If you’re already feeling
overwhelmed by clutter and stuff, listen to that if you haven’t already.

Okay, that’s that first character on the Candyland board where if you draw the card for that early
on, you barely go ahead a dozen spaces. But still it’s a nice little advantage. So if you need that
nice little bump right now to think about your home and the stuff in it, there you go.

Next challenge. I’m guessing it’s gifts. Gifts can be purchased literally any time, and if there’s
not a plan for how and when and what and who and all the other words around gifts, if you don’t
have some kind of approach, you’ll be behind or overbuy or forget what you got or get stressed
out because you missed somebody and all the things. I am not putting gift giving this early
because you need to get it done now. That’s not true for everybody. Some people genuinely
love getting gifts for people the week before Christmas. You might even have that timing as a
tradition. But I’m putting it early on our board, on our December path, because it can be helpful
now and later.

Now, listen, y’all, I love giving gifts. Love it. I love finding things for people. I love wrapping them.
I always watch Lord of the Rings when I wrap which is super dupe not a Christmas movie but I
don’t care. I love the whole thing. Like, a lot. So my enthusiasm for gift-giving is pretty evident in
most of my gift resources, but it’s okay if you’re not as excited. I still hope that one of these
episodes keeps you from hating it or somewhere on the more pleasant side of the gift giving
spectrum.

First up, I did an episode last year around this time, Episode 234 - Ten Rules for Gift-Giving. I
just looked back at that episode to see what the ten rules are because it was a year ago so I
obviously don’t remember them, and y’all they are good! Those are some good rules! They’re
really good reframing tools to help you see your gift-giving as something that works for you and
still has joy and life. It’s a great overall encapsulation of getting gift help and is a little more
principle-based. If you want something that’s a bit more step-by-step, check out Episode 134,
How to Be Happy With the Gifts You Give. There is a little more homework in that, some specific
tasks you can do and in a certain order to help you think through gifts and actually get them
down in a way that lines up with what matters to you. Just a note, in that episode, I mention a
free holiday gift tracker. That PDF is no longer available, and I’m very sorry about that. We are
in the process of streamlining our website and what we offer y’all, and one of the things we’ve
decided to do is to clean up and clean out those existing digital resources attached to old
episodes. Certain things might one day come back, but if you hear that in the episode, just know
that the gift tracker is no longer available. Womp. But the episode is still great!

Also if you need gift ideas, there is a 2022 Lazy Genius gift guide that’s organized by price point.
We have a couple of gift guides from years past that we can also put in the show notes, but I
don’t know how many of those gifts are still giftable, so you know. Also I love our gift guides
because they’re not sponsored or anything (not that there’s anything wrong with that), but these
are legit items that I’ve used or given. They’re tested and loved. So that’s the gift challenge.



Further down our Candyland December board, we arrive at the Holiday Party House where
Glenda the Gathering Fairy is ready to welcome you in. I know it’s a stupid name just roll with it.
Maybe you already have a holiday party planned. Maybe you’re thinking about it but are kind of
overwhelmed in making it happen because Christmas is less than three weeks away. I’ve got
you. Episode 42 of the podcast is called How to Host a Holiday Party, and it is what it says.
There’s also Episode 130: The Lazy Genius Guide to Hosting Anything. So whether it’s a party
or a family gathering or a cookie exchange or a work Christmas party that you’re in charge of,
that episode will answer all of your gathering questions. This is also an excellent place to remind
you of the gift that is my book The Lazy Genius Kitchen. There is an entire section on gathering
as well as a couple of charts that are fantastic for hosting. One such chart is “how to never run
out of food at a party.” It is literal party food math and always hits. So if you haven’t gotten that
book yet, here’s yet another reason to. It’s a resource for your life always and forever.

We’ll be right back…

We pass Glenda the Gathering Fairy and the Holiday Party House, and now we’re approaching
Mt. Overwhelm. Mt. Overwhelm is tall and kind of always looming, but it’s right around
mid-December when we still have holiday things to do and a lot regular things to do too, and it’s
around this point that we rest in the shadow of Mt. Overwhelm and eat Christmas cookies we
haven’t had time to make yet. Allow me to give you a free pass past Mt. Overwhelm.

First up is a very recent episode, number 288 - How to Make the Rest of 2022 Easier. It has
homework, it is very practical and linear if you need actual planning help, so if you’re on a top
peak of Mt. Overwhelm, please listen to that episode. Let’s say that you see Overwhelm
Mountain and you’re trying really hard to not let it consume you but you also just don’t want to
do the stuff you have to do. There’s just big “I don’t wanna” energy happening. The episode you
should listen to in that headspace is Episode 238, How to Get Stuff Done When You Don’t Feel
Like It. Because let’s face it. Holiday movie watching is way more fun than grocery shopping or
making sure the toilet isn’t disgusting. But sometimes you’ve got to take care of the toilet. That
episode helps you figure out how. And finally if you’re standing on top of Mt. Overwhelm with a
flag stuck in the rocky soil and you’re like “I’ve done all the things! I have been an adult and
conquered my list!” Which is great. Congratulations. But sometimes we can get so focused on
getting stuff done that we forget the season we’re in. We forget the sweet fun memorable things.
So if that’s you, try Episode 136, Ten Ideas for a Holiday Reset. It’s just a simple list of
reminders about ways you can bring more joy into your holiday season.

Okay, so we’ve left Mt. Overwhelm and have now reached the Bridge of Passive Aggression. It’s
surrounded by friends and family and people at the three-way stop at the Target parking lot who
are just making you crazy. You’re just over humans in general. I get that energy, and also I know
that none of us like staying there for very long. This is a community that values connection, so
here are a couple of episodes to help you with that as you get closer and closer to Christmas.

First, an episode from just a couple of weeks ago could help. You might have missed it because
it was during Thanksgiving week, but it’s episode 289, How to Lazy Genius Holiday



Expectations. It’s a great episode on thinking through how you’re seeing your holidays, how
others might be seeing the holidays, and how unmet or unspoken or unreleased expectations
can cause a lot of stress on us that we might not have to have. So check that out if you’re
feeling a little hamstrung by expectations. Another episode that is very old and still very good is
Episode 40 - The Lazy Genius Navigates Family Tension. Expectations don’t always have
involve tension, but if you’re feeling like there’s gonna be tension in your gatherings this year, I
think this episode will help put you in a frame of mind where you’re focused on kindness
towards yourself and others but not in a way that sacrifices your own safety or relational
expectations. And finally Christmas brings us into a place where everybody is just doing their
own thing it feels like, living how they want, deciding stuff that conflicts with what you want, and
it can be hard to deal with that, especially if one of those people is someone you live with or
work with or interact with on a very regular basis. Enter Episode 235 - When You Disagree on
What Matters. I get this question all the time - what do you do when what matters to you and
what matters to someone else are really different? This episode is the answer to that.

We’re almost at the end of our Candyland board. Let’s make a quick stop at Tradition Tower.
When we get closer and closer to the holiday itself, we start to feel the pressure of traditions. Do
we have enough? Are they even good? What did we do last year that we can repeat? Please
please please listen to Episode 132 - Ten Steps to Creating Your Own Traditions. They’re not
just holiday centric either, but especially now, that episode will give you some good clarity on
how traditions can fit into your life as it is now.

It’s also around this time that you start to get so overwhelmed with everything and everyone,
even when the things and people are beloved and fun, that you just need to not talk to anyone
or do anything for at least 24 hours. If this is you now or will be you come December 19th,
please listen to Episode 79 - The Lazy Genius Creates a Holiday Sabbath.

We’re also approaching all the cookies and goodies and such, and if you want some direction in
your holiday baking, Episode 44 is The Lazy Genius Guide to Holiday Baking. Not a lot to say
about that one except it’s really helpful if you plan to bake.

If you’re taking a road trip this season, listen to Episode 129 - How to Holiday Road Trip.

And finally I want to give you a little fortune telling episode. December 26th is where many of
you start to feel the itch of all the stuff in your house and you’re about to burn it down. Hopefully
that won’t be the case since you’ve already listened to the episode Managing Your Holiday
Home, but if you didn’t or if you still feel Big Black Trash Bag Energy where you just grabbing
stuff and chucking it no matter what anyone says, please save Episode 89 so you can listen to it
later. It’s called Reset the House Instead of Burning It Down. Cool? Cool.

So those are our stops on our December Candyland gameboard. I hope you found some good
episode resources to listen to wherever you are, and I also hope this helps you see that some
things you can deal with next week or the week after. You don’t have to deal with everything
now. And also having a lot to do is part of this season for so many people. There’s regular life



plus all the extra fun and frivolity and emotional labor and budgeting and crowds and all of it. Try
and remember what you love about this season and focus on that as much as you can while
navigating the rest. This is a season of stress, and remember it’s followed in general by a
season of quiet. That’s on purpose. So remember it won’t always be this way, but while it’s this
way right now, try and Lazy Genius one or two things so you can feel like yourself and enjoy the
holiday season.

Before we go, let’s celebrate our Lazy Genius of the Week! This week it’s Kathy Bennen. Kathy
sent me this on Instagram just last week. “Hello! Just wanted to send along something we’ve
been doing to make holiday movie selection a little easier. There are too few weekends in
December for movie watching, and every year it would be a big fight over whose favorite holiday
movie we’d watch. A couple of years ago, we started voting on holiday movies. I would pick one
night in November, make hot chocolate, and draw up ballots with everybody’s movie selection.
Then we vote, tally it up and do a movie countdown with the movie that got the most votes
Christmas Eve. It’s made a difficult selection process so much fun, and the selection has
become a tradition all its own. I don’t know if that will help anybody out there, but it’s kind of
been life changing for this family of six. Happy holidays!” Kathy! What an incredible idea. Y’all,
I’m sorry I didn’t get this from Kathy until now because this would’ve been gold last week before
we got into December. However, it still might be early enough for some of y’all to do some kind
of holiday movie vote. I absolutely love this idea. I wish my kids fought over holiday movies.
They still don’t like movies, you guys. Just as a concept. If you’re new here, my children all find
movies too full of escalating conflict. Their phrase, not mine. But I’m going to make my own
holiday movie countdown based on the inspiration of this DM. Thanks for sharing this with us,
Kathy, and congratulations on being the Lazy Genius of the Week!

Okay, y’all, that’s it for today. Thank you so much for listening, and until next time, be a genius
about the things that matter and lazy about the things that don’t. I’m Kendra, and I’ll see you
next week.


